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CHAPTER 4 

MARKET DISCIPLINE AND INCENTIVE PROBLEMS 

IN CONGLOMERATE BANKS 

Abstract 

This chapter analyzes the optimal conglomeration of bank activities. We show that the 

effectiveness of market discipline for stand-alone activities is of crucial importance for the 

potential benefits of conglomeration. We find that effective market discipline reduces the 

potential benefits of conglomeration. With ineffective market discipline of stand-alone 

activities conglomeration would further undermine market discipline, but may nevertheless 

be beneficial. In particular, when rents are not too high the diversification benefits of 

conglomeration may dominate the negative incentive effects. A more competitive 

environment therefore may induce conglomeration. We also show that introducing internal 

cost of capital allocation schemes may create internal market discipline that complements 

the weak external market discipline of the conglomerate. In this context we show that 

these schemes should respond to actual risk choices, rather than be limited to anticipated 

risk choices. Finally, we show that, due to precommitment problems, stand-alone 

divisions cannot mimic the optimality of conglomeration through the use of incentive 

contracts. 
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Conference at the Wharton Financial Institutions Center (October 1996), the Annual 
Meetings of the Western Finance Association in San Diego (June 1997), the Annual 
Meetings of the European Finance Association in Vienna (August 1997), the CEPR 
conference on Core Competencies, Diversification and the Role of Internal Capital 
Markets in Naples (January 1999), and seminar participants at the Bank of England, 
Tilburg University, the University of Amsterdam and the University of Michigan for their 
helpful comments. 
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1 Introduction 
Should banks diversify their activities? Although few would readily deny that some 

diversification is necessary, banks seem to engage in a broad variety of activities. The 

question that arises is what is the optimal conglomeration of bank activities? 

In this chapter we focus on internal incentive problems that may arise from 

interactions between different divisions in a conglomerate bank. Combining bank activities 

may reduce transparency and therefore diminish the effectiveness of market discipline. 

That is, outsiders may not be able to assess the performance of a conglomerate bank 

sufficiently and, more importantly, may have little control, whereas bank managers may 

have excessive discretion. The primary mechanism that we see for market discipline is its 

effect on the banks' cost of capital. Banks should face a cost of capital reflecting the 

riskiness of their activities. Conglomeration however obscures this and invites cross-

subsidization and free-riding between divisions, since each division does not fully 

internalize the consequences of its own actions. As a consequence, market discipline might 

become ineffective. 

These issues go beyond the specifics of banking. However, banking is a particular

ly fruitful area for examining these issues. Modern commercial banking has slowly been 

transformed from a purely relationship-type business in one where a transaction-orientation 

- with proprietary trading as a prime example - has become more prevalent. The risk 

profile of these activities is very different. Substantial cross-subsidization and free-riding 

may occur. In particular, the relatively low risk relationship banking activities may 

effectively underwrite the more risky trading activities. This would reduce market 

discipline on the trading activity, and may even invite more risk taking. Some recent 

financial debacles may highlight the conflicts between proprietary trading and relationship 

banking activities. In particular, the demise of the British merchant bank Barings could 

illustrate the conflict between relationship banking (Barings' traditional merchant bank 

activities in London) and trading activities (its infamous Singapore operations). While 

Barings was an extreme case, the friction between relationship banking and trading is 

typical for modern banking. 

While the internal incentives that we have discussed so far emphasize the cost of 

conglomeration, some distinct benefits exist as well. One argument in favor is that 

separate market financing of different activities may suffer from informational problems 

and adverse selection premiums elevating funding costs. Combining different divisions 

within a bank may lead to diversification benefits in funding effectively 'washing out' 
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information asymmetries. Thus diversification could reduce adverse selection (lemon's) 

premiums in the funding costs1. Another argument relates to the potentially distortive 

effects of limited liability. As is well known, limited liability of shareholders may invite 

risk taking behavior (Jensen and Meckling (1976)). Diversification through implicit co

insurance reduces these incentives. Our analysis primarily incorporates the latter effect. 

We will emphasize that explicitly considering internal incentive problems and the 

potential mitigating effects of diversification has implications for the optimal organizatio

nal structure and scope of a bank's activities. Our main insights are as follows. The 

effectiveness of market discipline for stand-alone activities (divisions) is of crucial 

importance for the potential benefits of conglomeration. We find that effective market 

discipline reduces the potential benefits of conglomeration. With ineffective market 

discipline of stand-alone activities, conglomeration would further undermine market 

discipline, but may nevertheless be beneficial. In particular, when rents are not too high 

the diversification benefits of conglomeration may dominate the negative incentive effects. 

A more competitive environment therefore may induce conglomeration. We also show that 

introducing internal cost of capital allocation schemes may create internal market 

discipline that complements the weak external market discipline of the conglomerate. In 

this context, we show that these schemes should respond to actual risk choices, rather 

than anticipated risk choices. Finally, we argue that due to precommitment problems, 

stand-alone divisions cannot mimic the optimality of conglomeration through the use of 

incentive contracts. 

The applicability of our analysis reaches further than banking and transcends to a 

long-standing issue in industrial economics concerning the determinants of the boundaries 

of firms, as discussed in for example Grossman and Hart (1986) and Holmström and 

Tirole (1991)2. These contributions to industrial economics generally focus on synergies, 

i.e. complementarity or joint production. A related literature focuses - as we do - on the 

co-insurance benefits of conglomeration in absence of synergies. These papers show that 

the resulting lower variability of cash flows may increase the value of tax shields 

(Flannery, Houston and Venkataraman (1993)), increase the effectiveness of debt as a 

bonding device (Li and Li (1996)) or improve investment incentives (Kahn (1992)). While 

1 Gorton and Penacchi (1990) rationalize security design - in particular the creation of deposits - on 
these grounds. 

2 See also Hart and Moore (1990) and the overview provided by Hart (1995). 
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co-insurance is an important consideration in our analysis as well, our primary focus is on 

the interactions - free-riding incentives - between divisions. A related paper in this respect 

is Bagwell and Fulghieri (1995), which also studies interactions between divisions in a 

conglomerate firm, and examines conditions under which synergistic mergers may improve 

divisional incentives and mitigate internal agency problems. 

Our analysis of internal cost of capital allocation schemes is related to recent 

studies that analyze the allocation of internally and externally raised capital to investment 

projects or divisions within a firm in the presence of information and incentive problems. 

A growing empirical literature documents that diversification, i.e. conglomeration, 

destroys value. Berger and Ofek (1995), Lamont (1997) and Shin and Stulz (1997) suggest 

that this diversification discount may arise from investment inefficiencies caused by 

inefficient cross-subsidies between divisions in a conglomerate firm. Furthermore, a 

number of theoretical contributions also shed light on the capital allocation process within 

firms. Harris and Raviv (1996) provide an economic rationale for observed capital 

budgeting procedures like capital spending limits and relate these to firm and division 

characteristics in a one-divisional firm. Harris and Raviv (1997) discuss the delegation of 

the allocation of capital across multiple projects with different productivities. Similarly, 

Stein (1997) examines the role of corporate headquarters in (re)allocating scarce resources 

to competing projects in an internal capital market. Gertner, Scharfstein and Stein (1994) 

focus primarily on the comparison between internal and external finance, and discuss the 

benefits of an internal capital market as compared to external financing by banks or the 

financial market. These papers - see also the more extensive discussion in Section 6 - are 

related to our analysis. However, they do not focus on incentive conflicts - free-riding -

between divisions, but are primarily concerned with the optimal allocation of funds over 

the divisions. We emphasize that internal cost of capital allocations are of eminent 

importance in banking once incentive problems and free-riding are considered. Similarly, 

one may seek to design managerial compensation contracts to neutralize these internal 

agency problems. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows. In Section 2 we give an overview of 

the model and discuss the intuition of our analysis. Section 3 introduces the formal model, 

and contains the analysis. Internal cost of capital allocation mechanisms and incentive 

contracting issues are considered in Section 4. Section 5 focuses on the interactions 

between relationship banking and proprietary trading activities. In Section 6 we discuss 

further implications or our analysis and empirical evidence. Section 7 contains the 
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conclusions. All the proofs are in the Appendix. 

2 General Framework and Intuition 
We present a model in which external financing is potentially subjected to effective 

market discipline. Market discipline is induced by introducing a direct link between 

partially observable risk choices and funding costs. The interest rate, i.e. funding cost, set 

by the market therefore does not only anticipate risk choices after contracting, but does 

also partially respond directly to risk choices3. This implies that a firm cannot costlessly 

increase risk ex post. This market discipline response makes a firm reluctant to increase 

risk. In other words, we introduce effective market discipline by having the interest rate 

charged to the firm reflect both partially observable actual and anticipated risk choices. 

Since the firm now bears some of the additional costs from suboptimal risk taking, it may 

be discouraged to do so. While we frame the incentive problem in terms of increasing 

risk, we consider a setting where monitoring effort can improve the return distribution of 

projects, and reduce risk. 

A second feature of our model is the free-riding due to a 'moral hazard in teams' 

effect (Holmström (1982)). We have each division being run by its own manager. Given 

the absence of synergies, the natural assumption is that divisional managers only care 

about the return of their own division. This introduces the moral hazard in teams effect. 

In particular, in the absence of an internal cost of capital allocation mechanism the funding 

cost of each division only partially reflects the risk choices made by that division. That is, 

the consequences of each division's decisions are shared by all, since the market only 

assesses the overall riskiness of the bank. As a consequence divisions can increase risks 

without being fully charged for the costs, even if external market discipline is perfect. 

Thus even for an arbitrarily high degree of market discipline, divisions may choose to 

free-ride on the bank at large. 

The intuition developed in this chapter is as follows. We consider two divisions, A 

and B, that need to be financed externally and may either operate as stand-alone firms or 

may be integrated in a two-divisional bank. Division A makes an only partially observable 

3 This formulation strikes a balance between the bad Nash outcome of 'standard' moral hazard, i.e. the 
financier anticipates the borrower to deviate from first best - e.g. assumes more risk - following the 
financier's announced fixed interest rate, and a full direct internalization of risky decisions by borrowers. 
Only the latter provides an effective deterrent. We model this by introducing a probability that risk choices 
are fully observable (see Section 3). 
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risk choice whereas in division B initially no incentive problems are present. The degree 

of market discipline imposed determines the sensitivity of division A's funding costs with 

respect to its risk taking behavior. Higher levels of market discipline may mitigate 

division A's incentive problems and drive its risk choices toward first best. 

If the two divisions are integrated in one bank, the pooled funding cost reflects 

only partially the risk choices of each division; both divisions share the consequences of 

their risk choices. Simultaneously, the divisions co-insure each other, i.e. the multi-

divisional bank's returns are more predictable and ceteris paribus default is less likely. 

This has three effects on the risk choices of division A. First, the co-insurance lowers the 

pooled funding rate, and hence reduces risk-taking incentives induced by limited liability. 

We label this the diversification effect of co-insurance. One can view this diversification 

effect as lowering the asset variance of the conglomerate bank, thereby reducing the 

bank's option to default. This effect alone will improve division A's risk choices. Second, 

the default probability of the bank becomes partially immune to risk taking by division A. 

This reduces the expected costs of financial distress, thus inducing extra risk taking 

(negative incentive effect of co-insurance). Third, since the pooled funding rate of the 

conglomerate is less sensitive to division A's risk choice than the funding rate of division 

A as a stand-alone entity (division B 'smoothes'), division A now only partially internali

zes the higher funding costs associated with risk taking. Thus market discipline becomes 

less effective inducing inefficiencies - free-riding - in division A's decisions (negative 

incentive effect of reduced market discipline). 

These considerations highlight the costs and benefits of conglomeration. On a 

positive note, diversification ceteris paribus reduces nominal funding rates and as such 

improves incentives. Observe that in the case of perfect market discipline of stand-alone 

activities conglomeration cannot improve incentives: the negative incentive effects of 

conglomeration dominate and risk choices are worsened. While incentives are worse, 

conglomeration might sometimes still be value-maximizing. This is because diversification 

may reduce the default probability of the bank and may thus preserve future rents more 

often. 

The general result is that more market discipline favors a stand-alone organizatio

nal structure and reduces the benefits of conglomeration. Imperfect market discipline could 

boost the case for conglomeration, notwithstanding that conglomeration always further 

reduces market discipline. Surprisingly, therefore, our analysis shows that conglomeration 

might have benefits that substitute for ineffective market discipline. However, conglomera-
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tion could also worsen matters. The expected benefits from diversification need to be 

strong enough to make conglomeration dominate the stand-alone option. An important 

determinant is the competitive environment. Diversification is most valuable when rents 

are relatively low. Thus, ceteris paribus, in a competitive environment conglomeration is 

most optimal. 

The benefits of conglomeration could be improved further by introducing an 

internal scheme for the allocation of costs of capital. This mechanism should be designed 

such that it enhances the sensitivity of the funding costs of each division, such that free-

rider problems are mitigated. 

3 The Model: Setup and Analysis 
3.1 Specification 

Production Possibilities for Divisions 

Consider two divisions, division A and division B. Each needs $1 in order to 

invest in a project. All funding is raised through debt contracts4. The riskless interest rate 

is assumed to be zero and there is universal risk neutrality. At t=0, the manager of 

division A undertakes the project and decides on the monitoring intensity m that affects 

the risk of the project. A higher monitoring level corresponds to lower risk5. The private 

monitoring cost equals V(m), with V'(m)>0 and V"(m)>0. A level of m£[0, l ] results 

in a success probability 0 + (l-0)m, with 0£['/2,l]6. The parameter 0 is publicly observa

ble, m is only partially observable. At t = l project returns are realized. In case of success 

the project return is X> 1, in case of failure the return equals zero. 

The future opportunities of division A are aggregated in the parameter F. F 

represents the capitalized future profits of division A, incorporating all expected cash 

flows from the periods beyond t = l . In case of default division A is terminated and F will 

4 The use of debt in our paper can be rationalized on grounds of non-verifiability, and hence non-
contractibility, of a firm's cash flows. 

5 In the context of banking, one can think of a bank manager monitoring the activities of a borrower to 
which the bank lends, thereby increasing the probability that the project succeeds and the bank division's 
debt can be repaid. 

6 The condition 0>Vi guarantees the equivalence between monitoring and risk choices, i.e. given 8>Vi 
increasing monitoring effort is equivalent to reducing risk. 
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be lost7. Division B initially is passive and generates an end-of-period (t=l) return of 

Y>1 with a (exogenous) probability pG(0,l) and 0 with probability (1-p). Division A 

and B's returns have zero correlation. In Section 5, we generalize this structure8. 

Organizational Structure and Sequence of Events 

We distinguish two organizational structures: 

(1) Division A and division B operate separately and independently (stand-alone 

option). Each is funded directly and independently in a competitive credit market. 

(2) Division A and division B are integrated in one firm, and funded as a conglomera

te. Now both divisions co-insure each other. 

We assume that the two-divisional firm will only default if the projects of both divisions 

fail. This incorporates co-insurance in the model9. 

The sequence of events is as follows. Prior to t=0 the organizational structure of 

the firm is chosen. At t=0 the divisions' activities are funded, and both divisions invest 

$1. Subsequently, the manager of division A chooses the division's monitoring intensity. 

At t = l , cash flows are realized and repayments are made. 

Determination of Interest Rates and Market Discipline 

The funding costs are determined in a competitive capital market such that the 

lenders earn zero profits. Under full information, the interest factors for the stand-alone 

divisions A and B are: 

RA(m) = 1 (1) 
A 0+(l-0)m 

respectively, 

7 Observe that this implies that F cannot be expropriated from division A or redistributed ex post 
without complete loss in value. F can be thought of as the future profits arising from investing in proprietary 
information or other division-specific investments. Alternatively, the loss of the value F could be interpreted 
as a bankruptcy cost, but this interpretation is less desirable. 

8 In that section we let division A affect the value of F through its first period decisions, and we will 
also activate division B and let it choose the success probability p and have Y depend on p. 

9 This assumption implies that the cash flows realized by each division are sufficiently high to facilitate 
full debt repayments for the conglomerate, and thus survival of both divisions. In Section 5, we will also 
relax this assumption, and have the bank at large be subjected to default risk even if only one division fails. 
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RB = - ( 2 ) 

B P 

For the conglomerate we have: 

Mm) = r i ,- = - (3) 
c 0+(l-0)m + {l-[0+(l-0)m]}p l-( l -ö)( l -m)(l-p) 

Observe that Rc(m)<RA(m) and Rc(m)<RB, at any level of monitoring m. This reflects 

the diversification benefit of co-insurance. 

We now introduce market discipline, and partial observability of m. Let a€[0,1] 

be the probability that the actual monitoring choice m is detected by the lender. Lenders 

will optimally condition the funding costs on their observation of m to reduce the agency 

costs. If m is not observed, lenders only rationally anticipate the firm's privately optimal 

monitoring choice. This formulation captures the notion that the market obtains informa

tion about the credit quality of the bank over time, which then becomes reflected in the 

bank's funding cost. The parameter a reflects the amount of information and/or the speed 

at which information is obtained in the market and can be used for repricing purposes. It 

reflects the noisiness of the information received by the market, and also depends on the 

maturity structure of the debt. More noise, holding maturity fixed, leads to less repricing, 

and hence market discipline, and vice versa. This mechanism is similar to the role that 

credit ratings play in the determination of funding costs10. Observe that a=0 implies no 

market discipline and a = l implies perfect market discipline. Firms then face the 

following expected funding costs: 

10 The degree of market discipline a may depend on the type and specificity of a division's assets. It 
represents the degree of observability of monitoring levels chosen in the division and thus reflects the 
transparency of a division's assets or operations. In our model formulation, the market perfectly observes the 
bank's risk choices with a probability a. These risk choices then will be immediately incorporated in the cost 
of funding for the bank. Obviously, this formulation is just to simplify matters. What we have in mind is the 
interpretation emphasized in the text. Alternatively, we could have modeled the bank's debt maturity 
structure. With short-term debt and partially irreversible risk choices, a bank's risk choice would directly 
affect its future funding cost (see Flannery (1994)). In the context of banking, another way of thinking about 
market discipline is that regulators monitor a bank's risk choices, and adjust the cost of deposit insurance 
based on their noisy inferences. 
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Rjte.m) = aRi(m) + (l-c^R, (4) 

with i£{A,C}, where m is the actual monitoring choice and a the probability of detec

tion. The monitoring choice affects RA(a,m) and RçCa.m) directly if detected (via its 

effect on RA(m) respectively R-Cm)). If undetected - with probability (1-a) - lenders only 

rationally anticipate the risk choices". RA and Re therefore do not directly depend on m. 

In division B no moral hazard is present, thus RB is independent of the degree of market 

discipline and is as given in (2). 

3.2 Analysis 

Since the success probability of division B is independent of its manager's actions, 

the analysis will proceed from the perspective of division A. We start with division A's 

choice of risk, i.e. its monitoring intensity. As explained in Section 2, the manager of 

division A maximizes his divisional return net of private monitoring costs. 

Risk Choice in a Stand-Alone Firm 

With selffinancing, the stand-alone division A maximizes [0+(l-0)m](X+F) -

V(m). The first best level of monitoring intensity m* chosen by the manager satisfies the 

first order condition (1-0)(X+F) = V'(m*). This is our benchmark. With complete outside 

debt financing, the manager of a stand-alone division A solves the following optimization 

problem: 

Max [0+(l-0)m](X-RA(a,m)+F) - V(m) 
m 

( 5 ) 

s.t. RA = 
A 0+(l-0)m 

The constraint in (5) guarantees that the lenders rationally anticipate the monitoring choice 

of the division. The level mA of monitoring chosen follows from the first order condition, 

taking into account the expression for RA(a,m) as given in (4): 

11 Lenders anticipate the incentives faced by the divisional managers. So even when they do not observe 
m, they can solve the managers' optimization problems and set the interest rates accordingly. 
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(l-0)(X-RA(a,mA)+F) - [fl+(l-fl)mA]tt ^f*** = V'(mA) *> 
dm (6) 

ö+(l-0)mA = ^ 1 ^ 
A (l-0)(X+F)-V'(mA) 

The following results can now be derived. 

Lemma 1: The stand-alone division A chooses too much risk, i.e. underinvests in 

monitoring, mA<m*. The underinvestment is more severe the higher the expected funding 

costs. 

Lemma 2: The monitoring intensity mA in the stand-alone division A strictly increases 

with the level of market discipline imposed and reaches the first best monitoring intensity 

m* at of=l. 

Lemma 1 shows the discrepancy between the first best and the actual level of 

monitoring chosen. In absence of market discipline, the financial market can only 

passively anticipate risk choices. This will aggravate moral hazard. Lemma 2 shows that 

market discipline mitigates moral hazard by creating a mechanism for ex post settling up, 

i.e. by directly confronting the divisional manager with an increase in interest rate 

following his lower choice of monitoring intensity. This will make the manager reluctant 

to reduce monitoring effort. With a = l, the divisional manager fully internalizes the 

consequences of his monitoring decision and first best obtains. 

Risk Choice in a Conglomerate 

If division A and division B are integrated in a two-divisional firm, the manager of 

division A determines his monitoring choice by solving the following optimization 
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problem12: 

Max [0+(l-0)m](X-Rc(a,m)) + {[0+(l-0)m] + (1-[0+(l-0)m])p}F - V(m) 
m 

(7) 
s.t. R„ = vc l - ( l -0)( l -m)(l-p) 

Observe that the future rents F are available even if division A fails, as long as division B 

is successful; i.e. the divisions A and B co-insure each other. Let ihc be division A's 

monitoring choice in a conglomerate. The first order condition for division A can be 

expressed as follows: 

(l-0)(X-RA(a,mc)+F) - [0 +(1 -0)mc] a
 A c + (l-0)[RA(a,mc)-Rc(a,mc)] 

(8) 

dRc(mc) 3RA(mc) 
(l-0)pF - [0+(l-0)mc]a 

dm dm 
V'(mc) 

We have rearranged the terms in (8) to disentangle the various effects that differentiate the 

conglomerate from the stand-alone case. We first derive the following result. 

, 3Rr(a,m), , 3R,(a,m) , . „ , • , . 
Lemma 3: Since - < — - 1 VmG[0,l], the impact of market 

3m 9m 

discipline on division A as part of a conglomerate (two-divisional firm) for any given level 

of m is strictly less than its impact on division A as a stand-alone activity. 

The intuition is that in a multi-divisional firm the consequences of division A's 

moral hazard are shared by both divisions. Division A's funding cost therefore only 

As in the stand-alone case, the manager maximizes his divisional return. The specification 
incorporates co-insurance benefits, e.g. when division A fails and division B succeeds bankruptcy is averted 
and future rents F are preserved. Observe that the specification in (7) does not include a subsidy from 
division A to division B in case the latter defaults. It is somewhat arbitrary whether or not the manager of 
division A would take such a subsidy into account. We have assumed here that the manager cares about his 
own payoffs, and not about the subsequent reallocations of profits. Alternatively, we could have introduced 
such subsidies in (7). This would however not have affected our results qualitatively. We will return to the 
divisional manager's objective function in Section 4.2, where we discuss incentive contracting issues. 
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partially reflects its monitoring choice. In other words, the overall expected pooled 

funding cost R^a.m) reflects division A's risk choices less than RA(a,m) does for any 

given level of m. As a consequence, market discipline will be less effective in a conglo

merate, even if - as we have assumed - outsiders can detect the monitoring choices of each 

division as easily in the conglomerate as in the stand-alone case13. 

Division A's monitoring choice in a conglomerate will generally differ from that in 

the stand-alone case. We can now interpret equation (8). Comparing (6) to (8) identifies 

the three effects that distinguish the two-divisional firm from the stand-alone division. The 

first two terms on the left hand side (LHS) of equation (8) can also be found in (6) and 

specify the marginal return to monitoring effort of division A as a stand-alone firm. 

Conglomeration introduces three additional effects: 

First, a diversification effect of co-insurance, represented in the third term on the 

LHS of equation (8). This diversification effect results from the lower funding 

costs Rc(o;,m) of a two-divisional firm, and positively affects division A's choice 

of monitoring14. 

Second, an incentive effect of co-insurance, represented in the fourth term on the 

LHS of (8). The co-insurance effect guarantees that division A may capture its 

future rents F even if it fails. This occurs whenever division B is successful. 

Division A therefore can free-ride on division B in a two-divisional firm. This 

effect could induce division A to increase risk, i.e. reduce monitoring; 

Third, an incentive effect due to a reduction in the impact of external market 

discipline, represented in the fifth term on the LHS of equation (8). This induces 

additional free-riding and adds to the negative incentive effect from co-insurance; it 

may adversely affect division A's choice of monitoring, and thus increase risk. 

We now have the following two results. 

13 One would expect that a conglomerate obscures the decisions taken in individual divisions. This 
reduced transparency - effectively a reduction in a - would further undermine market discipline in a 
conglomerate. Observe that our conclusion with respect to the reduced effectiveness of market discipline 
would only be strengthened if a would decrease. 

14 From equation (3) it is clear that Rc(a,m)<RA(o!,m) for a given m£[0 , l ] , due to the diversification 
benefits from co-insurance. However, division A may choose a different effort level nie in a conglomerate 
firm from the level mA selected in the stand-alone case. The inequality Rc(a,nic)<RA(o:,mA) continues to 
hold if and only if nic>(mA-p)/(l-p), i.e. if the effort level chosen in a conglomerate firm is still sufficiently 
high, although it may be lower than in a stand-alone firm. 
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Proposition 1: (i) For a given level of a there may exist a cutoff level F > 0 of F such 

that for low rents, F < F , the monitoring intensity chosen by division A is higher ( = lower 

risk) in a conglomerate than as a stand-alone firm. If F > F the reverse is true. Further-

d¥ 
more — < 0 . (ii) For a given level of F there may exist a cutoff level a £ [0,1] of a 

da 

such that for low market discipline, a < a , division A chooses a higher monitoring 

da 
intensity m a conglomerate; the reverse holds for a>a. Furthermore —= < 0 . 

9F 

The first part of the proposition can be explained as follows. The choice of 

monitoring intensity made by division A results from a trade-off between the positive 

diversification effect and the negative incentive effects. If the level of capitalized future 

profits F is high, the negative incentive effects are dominant and division A's monitoring 

intensity is reduced relative to the stand-alone case. For smaller values of rents F the 

diversification effect is dominant, resulting in lower risk, i.e. higher monitoring intensity, 

in a conglomerate. The intuition is that high values of rents F induce substantial monito

ring in the stand-alone case aimed at preserving these rents. In a conglomerate, rents are 

less at risk and lower monitoring becomes privately optimal. For low values of F, limited 

liability induces low monitoring in the stand-alone case. Conglomeration may then 

dF 
mitigate this and become more attractive. The comparative statics result —= < 0 

da 

shows that with more market discipline conglomeration worsens incentives for lower 

values of F. In the limit we have: 

Corollary 1 (Perfect Market Discipline): With perfect market discipline (a=l ) , a stand

alone division attains first best monitoring choices but a conglomerate does not. 

The intuition is straightforward. Near perfect market discipline does not leave 

much value to conglomeration. That is, in the extreme - with perfect market discipline -

incentives are fully aligned and conglomeration only worsens incentives. At the other 

extreme, with no market discipline, the prospects for conglomeration are best, resulting in 

a large interval of values of F for which conglomeration improves incentives. 
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The intuition for the second part of Proposition 1 is analogous. If the stand-alone 

division A is subject to little market discipline (low a) conglomeration may improve 

division A's monitoring intensity. Although the effectiveness of market discipline is 

further reduced in case of conglomeration (see the last term of the LHS of equation (8)), 

the diversification benefits from co-insurance may dominate. For higher market discipline 

a of the stand-alone activities, the impact of the reduced effectiveness of market discipline 

in a conglomerate becomes larger and may at some point dominate the positive diversifica

tion effect of co-insurance. This results in a lower monitoring intensity in division A in a 

conglomerate relative to the stand-alone option. For higher levels of capitalized future 

profits F, the interval of values of a < a for which risk choices are improved in a 

conglomerate becomes smaller. The negative incentive effect from co-insurance then 

becomes more important and may aggravate the reduced effectiveness of market discipline 

da 
in a conglomerate. This explains the comparative statics result —= < 0 . 

dF 

Choice of Organizational Structure 

Prior to the monitoring decision at t=0, both divisions decide on an organizational 

structure. Division A and division B choose the organizational structure that maximizes 

the total expected net surplus generated by their investment projects. Conglomeration then 

is optimal if it generates the highest aggregate net surplus. In this case, an optimal sharing 

rule between the divisions can always be found such that both divisions prefer to be 

integrated in a conglomerate firm. 

The choice of organizational structure is not fully determined by the comparison of 

incentive effects. Conglomeration - ignoring the effect of incentives on risk choices -

reduces the probability that future rents F are lost due to default. This favors the case for 

conglomeration. Therefore, conglomeration is preferred when the risk choice in a 

conglomerate is better, but also sometimes when it is not. The following result can be 

derived. 

Proposition 2: (i) For low levels of market discipline a, conglomeration is preferred if 

F<F , otherwise the stand-alone option is optimal. For high levels of a, conglomeration is 

preferred for F 0 < F < F , whereas the stand-alone option is preferred for 0 < F < F 0 and 
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F>F15. (ii) For a small to medium level of rents F conglomeration is preferred if a<â, 

otherwise the stand-alone option is optimal. For high levels of F the stand-alone option 

always dominates. The parameters F, F0>E and ä>a are defined in the Appendix. 

The intuition largely follows that of Proposition 1. The stand-alone division A 

would benefit from committing to a higher monitoring intensity (observe that m A <m\ see 

Lemma 1). Conglomeration may improve matters if division A benefits sufficiently from 

the diversification effect of co-insurance in a conglomerate. From Proposition 1, we know 

that this holds for low levels of a and relatively low values of capitalized future profits F. 

According to Proposition 1, if F is relatively high, F > F , the negative incentive effect 

from co-insurance dominates and division A chooses more risk in a conglomerate. As 

Proposition 2 shows, conglomeration may then initially still be optimal because the 

expected value arising from the preservation of future rents exceeds the losses due to 

distorted risk choices. But for F sufficiently large, i.e. F > F > F , the negative incentive 

effects from co-insurance will dominate and the stand-alone option becomes optimal. For 

high levels of a, conglomeration always worsens incentives. However, conglomeration 

may still be optimal if the rents at stake are sufficiently large (F>F0). If F becomes really 

large (F>F), the stand-alone option again becomes optimal, because the high rents induce 

maximum monitoring, thus minimal risk in the stand-alone case. Conglomeration can then 

only make matters worse. 

A similar intuition holds for the market discipline cut-off a. In Figure 1, we 

illustrate how the extra surplus generated by conglomeration vis-à-vis the stand-alone 

option depends on the level of rents F. In the figure the symbol A represents the differen

ce between the net surplus generated in the case of conglomeration and the net surplus 

available in the stand-alone case. 

We observe from the figure that for very large values of F, F>FC , conglomeration 

and the stand-alone organizational structure converge. Such a high value of F induces a 

maximum feasible monitoring choice, with zero default risk. This is formalized in 

Corollary 2. 

15 This formulation captures the most general case. There may be parametric conditions for which F0 

and/or F do not exist, i.e. for which the set (F0,F] is empty, or for which F < 0 . In that case the stand-alone 
option is always optimal. For more details, see the proof of Proposition 2. 
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Low a 

High a 

Figure 1: The Difference in Total Expected Net Surplus between Conglomeration and the Stand-
Alone Option as a Function of F. 
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Panel A: Difference in Monitoring Incentives in Division A (mc-mA) as Function of a and F 

F 
a 

0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 00 

0.00 0.0377 0.0282 0.0188 0.0000 -0.0369 -0.1086 -0.2462 0.0000 

0.10 0.0276 0.0183 0.0091 -0.0092 -0.0452 -0.1155 -0.2514 0.0000 

0.20 0.0177 0.0086 -0.0004 -0.0182 -0.0534 -0.1224 -0.2564 0.0000 

0.30 0.0081 -0.0007 -0.0095 -0.0270 -0.0614 -0.1291 -0.2614 0.0000 

0.40 -0.0012 -0.0098 -0.0183 -0.0354 -0.0692 -0.1357 -0.2662 0.0000 

0.50 -0.0102 -0.0186 -0.0269 -0.0436 -0.0767 -0.1422 -0.2710 0.0000 

0.60 -0.0189 -0.0271 -0.0353 -0.0515 -0.0840 -0.1485 -0.2757 0.0000 

0.70 -0.0273 -0.0353 -0.0434 -0.0593 -0.0912 -0.1546 -0.2804 0.0000 

0.80 -0.0356 -0.0434 -0.0513 -0.0669 -0.0982 -0.1606 -0.2849 0.0000 

0.90 -0.0435 -0.0512 -0.0590 -0.0743 -0.1051 -0.1665 -0.2894 0.0000 

1.00 -0.0514 -0.0589 -0.0664 -0.0816 -0.1118 -0.1724 -0.2938 0.0000 

Panel B: Difference in Expected Surplus in a Conglomerate vis-à-vis the Stand-Alone Option 

F 
a 

0.00 0.25 0.50 1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 00 

0.00 0.0519 0.0987 0.1421 0.2192 0.3347 0.4143 -0.0179 0.0000 

0.10 0.0379 0.0835 0.1260 0.2012 0.3135 0.3879 -0.0517 0.0000 

0.20 0.0243 0.0688 0.1102 0.1836 0.2926 0.3617 -0.0850 0.0000 

0.30 0.0111 0.0547 0.0951 0.1664 0.2721 0.3359 -0.1177 0.0000 

0.40 -0.0016 0.0409 0.0804 0.1499 0.2521 0.3106 -0.1500 0.0000 

0.50 -0.0140 0.0276 0.0660 0.1338 0.2328 0.2858 -0.1819 0.0000 

0.60 -0.0259 0.0146 0.0521 0.1182 0.2139 0.2615 -0.2134 0.0000 

0.70 -0.0376 0.0020 0.0386 0.1028 0.1954 0.2378 -0.2446 0.0000 

0.80 -0.0489 -0.0103 0.0254 0.0878 0.1772 0.2145 -0.2753 0.0000 

0.90 -0.0599 -0.0222 0.0125 0.0732 0.1593 0.1915 -0.3055 0.0000 

1.00 -0.0706 -0.0339 -0.0001 0.0588 0.1420 0.1685 -0.3354 0.0000 

Table 1: Overview of Results of Numerical Example 
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Corollary 2 (Corner Solution): If F becomes large (i.e. for F>FC) both divisions are 

indifferent between the stand-alone option and conglomeration. In both organizational 

structures division A then chooses the maximum monitoring intensity. 

While of some interest, this result obtains because default risk disappears at high 

values of F. If some default risk would remain, even at the maximum feasible monitoring 

choice, the diversification benefit of conglomeration would make the conglomerate option 

optimal. 

3.3 A Numerical Example 
In this section, we will illustrate our main results so far in a numerical example 

based on the following parameters: 6 = Vi, p = '/2, X=2.75, Y=4 and V(m)=4m2. The 

results of our numerical analysis are summarized in Table 1. Panel A presents the 

differences in the equilibrium risk choices in division A between the conglomerate and the 

stand-alone option, rhc-ffiA, as a function of the degree of market discipline a E [0,1] and 

the level of capitalized future profits F>0 . Panel B focuses on the optimal organizational 

structure of the respective divisions' activities and incorporates the difference A in 

expected net surplus generated by their investments for the different levels of a and F. 

The results confirm the characterization in Propositions 1 and 2. High rents F 

make the stand-alone option optimal: both better monitoring incentives, mc-mA<0, and a 

higher surplus of stand-alone vis-à-vis conglomeration, see the negative numbers for À in 

Panel B. Low market discipline improves monitoring choices in a conglomerate vis-à-vis 

stand-alone. In general, conglomeration is suboptimal for high levels of a except for 

intermediate values of F. 

3.4 Discussion 

The general insights from the Propositions 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 2. We 

observe from Table 2 that medium rents may favor conglomeration; risk choices however 

are generally worse (compare Panel A and Panel B in Table 2). This discrepancy between 

(privately) optimal risk choices and the optimal choice of organizational structure occurs 

because conglomeration better preserves the future rents F; ceteris paribus, default is less 

likely. For very high levels of F, F>FC , this is not important because the risk choices in 

a stand-alone structure and the conglomerate are conservative and default is virtually ruled 

out. Observe also from Table 2 that with sufficiently low rents and perfect market 
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discipline (a-*l) the stand-alone option is preferred. While this limiting case is of interest 

in itself, combinations of low and medium/high levels of market discipline and rents may 

best characterize most real-world industries. A general implication from Table 2 is that 

conglomeration could be an optimal response to a more competitive environment unless 

transparency, that is market discipline, becomes near perfect. 

F 
a 

Low Medium High F>F C 

Low Conglomerate Conglomerate Stand-Alone Indifferent 

High Conglomerate or 
Stand-Alone 

Conglomerate or 
Stand-Alone 

Stand-Alone Indifferent 

Limit 
a-»l 

Stand-Alone Conglomerate or 
Stand-Alone 

Stand-Alone Indifferent 

Table 2: Optimal Organizational Structure as a Function of Competitive Environment 
(F) and Market Discipline/Transparency (a). 

On a more fundamental level, firms may differ in asset-specificity and operate in 

different competitive environments. Asset-specificity may well be linked to transparency. 

High asset-specificity may give rise to proprietary information and lack of transparency, 

and hence little market discipline. This could favor a conglomerate type of organization 

for such type of activity16. 

On a different note, the characterization in Table 2 could also lead to insights on 

the heterogeneity of activities that should be combined in a conglomerate. Our insights 

suggest that activities with low and high asset-specificity should not be mixed together. 

Assets with low asset-specificity may benefit most from a stand-alone organization and 

exploit the considerable amount of market discipline. High asset-specificity activities can 

then only be combined with other high asset-specificity activities and would jointly benefit 

from the positive incentive effects of diversification17. 

A different perspective appears in Myers and Rajan (1997). In their work liquid assets, i.e. those 
with low asset-specificity, are most difficult to monitor for reasons of excessive managerial discretion. That 
is, managers could easily run away with these assets. We do not focus on these managerial agency-problems. 

See the numerical example in the Appendix for an illustration of this intuition. 
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Observe that these observations are tentative. Often cross-sectional differences in 

asset-specificity may go hand in hand with differences in the competitive environment. For 

example, a high degree of asset-specificity (with low a) may sometimes go together with a 

non-competitive environment (high rents F). As can be seen from Table 2, high rents 

could mitigate the conglomeration benefits of low a activities and still make the stand

alone option optimal. It is therefore important to consider both dimensions, a and F, in 

deciding on the desired organizational structure. 

4 Internal Allocation of Cost of Capital and Incentive Contracting Issues 

In this section we analyze the impact of an internal cost of capital allocation 

mechanism on division A's risk choice in a conglomerate and on the optimal organizatio

nal structure. We subsequently address how the use of incentive contracts (i.e. managerial 

compensation mechanisms) would affect our analysis. In particular, we will discuss 

whether the incentives in a conglomerate could be replicated by stand-alone divisions 

without a change in organizational structure, and vice versa. 

4.1 Internal Allocation of Cost of Capital 

From Section 3, it is clear that integrating separate divisions in a conglomerate 

firm is desirable if this results in better monitoring choices in the divisions. If this is not 

the case, free-riding (implying high risk) may dominate and division A and division B 

may prefer to operate as stand-alone entities. Potentially valuable diversification benefits 

may then remain unexploited. The source of this inefficiency is the reduction in market 

discipline following conglomeration that outweighs the potential diversification benefits. 

An increase in the impact of market discipline in a conglomerate firm therefore could 

reduce free-riding and facilitate socially desirable integration. 

In this section, we show that an internal cost of capital allocation mechanism could 

create internal discipline that complements external market discipline. Such a well-

functioning internal cost of capital allocation mechanism could align incentives and allow 

division A to optimally benefit from the diversification benefit of integration. The impact 

of a given level a of market discipline on division A's choice of monitoring intensity can 

be increased by an internal allocation of the cost of capital to the respective divisions by a 

CEO. We assume that the CEO acts in the interest of the shareholders of the conglomerate 

firm. 

We will proceed as follows. Note that in Section 3, the same interest rate factor 
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Rc(a,m) was charged to each division; this is now going to change. The internal allocation 

of cost of capital is introduced in the following way. The CEO first allocates a differential 

charge to the respective divisions to reflect intrinsic differences in riskiness. Thus, the 

CEO does not charge a pooled rate to both divisions but differentiates the cost of capital 

charged between division A and division B. This is analogous to charging the cost of 

capital which would be charged by the market if division A and division B would be 

operated and funded as separate entities. Simultaneously, the CEO could restore market 

discipline by increasing the sensitivity parameter in the cost of capital charged to division 

A with respect to m. That is, he internally leverages the now diluted external market 

discipline parameter a. For our qualitative results, it is not necessary that the CEO is 

better informed with respect to the incentive problems in division A than outsiders. If he 

is equally informed he could undo the diluted market discipline in the conglomerate. In 

that case, the total degree of market discipline that division A is subjected to in a 

dR.(m) 
conglomerate firm is a . If the CEO has better information than outsiders, the 

dm 

total - internal and external - market discipline could become even larger. This is 

implicitly the case in, for example, Stein (1997) where the CEO engages in 'winner-

picking' and can reallocate scarce resources between competing projects in a conglomera

te. 

It is assumed that the CEO assigns a sensitivity parameter ß to the cost of capital 

charged to division A. The total degree of market discipline that division A is subjected to 

dRr(m)/dm 
then equals a(l-ß)+ß, where â is defined as a — - . This specification shows 

dRA(m)/dm 

that internal and external market discipline are complements; a higher â and ß increase 

discipline. The parameters à and ß are expressed as sensitivity parameters vis-à-vis the 

interest rate charged to the division in a conglomerate firm. Observe that a, instead of â, 

measures the sensitivity vis-à-vis the funding cost of the division as a stand-alone entity. If 

the sensitivity parameter ß equals zero, each division is only subjected to external market 

discipline of the diluted degree à, with à<a. If the CEO makes each division fully 

accountable for its risk choice by assigning /3 = 1, then discipline is perfect and first best 

attains. For intermediate values of the sensitivity parameter /3, the total degree of market 
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discipline lies between à and 1. The expected cost of capital charged to division A can 

aR.(â(l-j3)+j3,m) dRA(m) 
now be denoted by RA(â(l-/3)+/3,m), with A = [0(1-0)+/3] _ 

dm dm 

ÔR.(m) 
and — < 0 (see (1) and (4)). Similarly, the funding cost of the conglomerate 

3m 

firm in a competitive capital market is Rc(a(l-0)+0>m). 

Observe that the differential charge removes the diversification benefit from the 

nominal funding costs. Each division will now be charged for its default risk. This implies 

that both divisions will face a higher nominal funding cost than before. The following 

result can be derived. 

Lemma 4: A differential charge reflecting intrinsic differences in riskiness will elevate the 

nominal funding cost faced by both divisions. This will worsen division A's incentives. 

The intuition for this lemma is that passively increasing capital charges worsens 

incentives. It highlights the adverse outcomes that occur with moral hazard. An internal 

cost of capital allocation can only be effective if sufficient discipline is imposed as well. 

Here the sensitivity factor a(l-0)+0, as defined above, becomes important. We now have 

Proposition 3. 

Proposition 3: Internal discipline, ß>0, strictly improves division A's incentives in a 

conglomerate, enlarging the range of values of F for which conglomeration improves 

dF 
incentives and is optimal. That is, — > 0 , where F is introduced in Proposition 1. 

The result in Proposition 3 underscores the potential effectiveness of internal 

discipline. Effectiveness requires a dynamic mechanism that responds to actual risk 

choices. This adds to the optimality of conglomeration, and reduces the funding costs of 

the conglomerate bank. 

Corollary 3: With full internal discipline, /3 = 1, market discipline a is redundant, and 
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first best attains; division A chooses the first best monitoring intensity. 

Corollary 4 shows that internal discipline ß complements, and ultimately may 

replace market discipline a. In the limit, when ß is one, internal discipline is perfect and 

market discipline a becomes redundant. The analysis above suggests that free-riding 

behavior on the part of division A can be reduced by a well functioning internal cost of 

capital allocation mechanism which could promote socially desirable conglomeration. 

4.2 Incentive Contracting Issues 

In our analysis, the manager of a stand-alone division maximizes the division's 

expected surplus net of funding costs. The manager thus maximizes shareholder value. 

This is basically equivalent to the manager receiving an equity-linked compensation 

contract. One may suggest that matters could be improved if the manager would be 

motivated to maximize the total value of the stand-alone division (including the value of 

debt). Observe that with an equity-linked compensation contract the manager is induced to 

take more risk to the detriment of the debtholder. However, shareholders could not 

credibly design a compensation structure for the manager, such that his actions are aimed 

at maximizing firm value. The reason is that the shareholders have an incentive to 

renegotiate such a compensation contract 'ex post' (after debt financing is obtained). The 

manager in the stand-alone case can thus not be motivated to choose an optimal monito

ring level. Given the assumption of universal risk neutrality and the informational 

structure in our model, the use of an equity-linked compensation contract then can be 

rationalized, since it maximizes the manager's second best monitoring intensity18. 

Time-inconsistency problems between managers and shareholders in a stand-alone 

firm thus prevent the design of ex ante optimal compensation contracts. The next question 

is whether the incentives in a conglomerate and the benefits of conglomeration could be 

mimicked by stand-alone firms through the use of incentive contracts. 

The answer to this question is negative. In the context of our framework, stand-

Observe that, dependent on the informational structure and the risk preferences that we consider, 
other compensation structures are possible. For example, the manager of the stand-alone firm could be 
offered a fixed wage if the cash flow generated by the project is sufficiently high, and face a (non-)monetary 
penalty otherwise. If the penalty imposed in the case of default is severe, a first best solution would be 
attainable in this case. Such a compensation structure can be effective if the divisional manager is risk averse 
and the project's cash flow is observable or verifiable. Some general results regarding managerial 
compensation mechanisms are derived in Holmström (1979) and Harris and Raviv (1979). 
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alone divisions cannot mimic the incentives provided in a conglomerate through the use of 

incentive contracts. In order to do so, the shareholders of a stand-alone division would 

have to offer the divisional manager a contract in which they agree to cross-subsidize the 

other stand-alone division in the case it defaults. Observe that it is exactly this cross-

subsidization (co-insurance) which induces the benefits of conglomeration. Such a 

contract, however, is not robust, since also in this case the shareholders cannot precommit 

against renegotiating the contract ex post. That is, the ex post unwillingness of the 

shareholders of a stand-alone division to cross-subsidize a defaulting division makes 

incentive contracts which replicate the co-insurance in a conglomerate infeasible ex ante. 

This time-inconsistency problem is ruled out in the case of conglomeration. By buying a 

share in a conglomerate firm, a shareholder precommits to cross-subsidize a defaulting 

division in a conglomerate. Conglomeration therefore can serve as a commitment device 

for co-insurance. 

These conclusions are similar to the findings in Aron (1988) and Ramakrishnan and 

Thakor (1991). Both papers compare the benefits of diversification with those achieved by 

incentive contracting mechanisms, and also conclude that conglomeration and the use of 

managerial compensation contracts are imperfect substitutes from an agency-perspective. 

Aron (1988) develops a model in which a risk neutral principal receives an imperfect 

signal of a risk averse manager's effort choice for different activities, and compares the 

benefits of merger (diversification) with the use of compensation contracts based on the 

manager's performance relative to similar activities. Diversification can be differentiated 

from relative performance contracts by the signals that can be used to create incentives for 

managers. The paper shows that the benefit of diversification vis-à-vis relative performan

ce contracts depends on the correlation between the different activities. Relative perfor

mance contracts are valuable when the observable returns of stand-alone activities are 

positively correlated, whereas diversification dominates when the activities in a conglome

rate are negatively correlated or uncorrected. Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991) present a 

model in which a risk neutral principal must motivate two risk averse agents which make 

unobservable effort choices that stochastically affect their output. The principal can choose 

between having the agents operate independently (stand-alone) or having them cooperate in 

a conglomerate (integration). The paper shows that the correlation between activities 

dictates the choice between integration or the stand-alone option. The benefits of incentive 

contracts and diversification in both Aron (1988) and Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991) 

crucially depend on risk sharing considerations. We do not consider risk sharing benefits, 
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but instead focus on the incentive effects associated with diversification. 

We could also ask the question whether a stand-alone firm could replicate the 

diversification benefits of conglomeration by hedging its default risk with a third party in 

the financial market. For example, the manager of division A could enter into a contract 

in which he receives an amount equal to the cross-subsidy from division B in the case 

division A defaults, and/or pays an amount equal to the cross-subsidy to division B if B 

defaults. Although hedging could be an alternative commitment device for a divisional 

manager, a potential problem with this option is that the division's default risk does not 

only depend on exogenous factors (as represented by 6 and p), but is also influenced by 

the divisional manager's monitoring intensity (i.e. depends on m). A division's default risk 

thus is (partly) endogenous, and hence firm-specific. Hedging such controllable risks is 

problematic, since a market for trading firm-specific default risk is subject to rampant 

moral hazard problems. 

We next turn to the issue of the optimal design of incentive contracts in multi-

divisional firms. This issue is central in a sizeable recent literature that extends the 

traditional principal-agent theory which focuses on single-agent problems to the context of 

multi-divisional firms, and examines the benefits and drawbacks of forming teams in 

agency contexts (see e.g. Holmström (1982), Holmström and Milgrom (1990), Varian 

(1990), Itoh (1991) and Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991)). Contributions in this literature 

focus on the benefits of team effort and payoff pooling in multi-divisional firms. 

Holmström (1982) addresses the merits of relative performance evaluation, and finds that 

relative performance contracts can reduce moral hazard costs by allowing for better risk 

sharing if the outputs of different activities are correlated. If outputs are independent, and 

each activity's output can be observed separately, however, the optimal compensation 

schedule for each agent depends solely on his own output. Holmström and Milgrom 

(1991) obtain similar results, allowing for cooperation (team effort) and potential 

information sharing between agents in a multi-divisional firm. They find that cooperation 

between agents can be beneficial if the agents can monitor each other and have better 

information than the principal (see also Varian (1990))19. Ramakrishnan and Thakor 

(1991) and Itoh (1991) discuss the benefits of cooperation in the absence of correlation 

between the outputs of different activities. In these papers agents can supply effort to 

19 In both Holmström (1982) and Holmström and Milgrom (1991) the optimal remuneration schemes are 
linear in each agent's output. 
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facilitate each other's activities, and can thus engage in team production with interdepen

dent incentive schemes. Itoh (1991) shows that when agents are risk neutral and team 

effort is not desirable, each agent's compensation contract should depend on his own 

output only. If team effort is optimal, interdependent contracts could be beneficial. 

Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991) finally show that if risk averse agents can monitor each 

other's effort choices, optimal incentive contracts make each agent's wage depend on his 

own output and on the output of the other agents, since this improves both team effort and 

risk sharing (payoff pooling). 

These results provide a foundation for the divisional objective functions that we use 

in the case of conglomeration. The divisional managers are compensated based on the net 

payoff of their own division, and thus receive an equity type of claim in their division. As 

indicated above, such a claim would be optimal if the outputs of the activities in division 

A and division B are uncorrected, and can be observed separately by the principal (e.g. 

the CEO). 

The analysis above helps explain the increasing importance and popularity of 

internal equity type of compensation mechanisms in multi-divisional firms (e.g. EVA or 

economic profit). Two drawbacks however can be mentioned. First, although divisional 

payoff related compensation mechanisms may improve a divisional manager's incentives, 

the effectiveness of such incentive contracts may be hampered by influence activities (see 

e.g. Milgrom and Roberts (1990), Meyer, Milgrom and Roberts (1992), Rajan and 

Zingales (1995) and Wulf (1998)). These influence activities would be mitigated if each 

division would optimize the total surplus of the conglomerate firm. Observe however that 

effort aversion is best served by linking the manager's compensation to his own divisional 

output (Holmström (1982)). Second, compensating the divisional manager based on a 

divisional equity claim instead of the traded equity of the conglomerate limits the 

possibility for information feedback and performance monitoring by the market (see 

Holmström and Tirole (1993) and Milbourn (1999)). Both drawbacks point at the 

existence of limitations in the use of managerial performance contracts in conglomerate 

firms, and imply that a conglomerate firm may not be able to mimic the incentives 

provided by stand-alone divisions. 

5 Proprietary Trading versus Relationship Banking 

5.1 Introduction 

In this section, we adapt our analysis to the potential conflict between transaction-
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and relationship-oriented banking as briefly discussed in the Introduction. In this extension 

we address the issue of the optimal organizational structure of proprietary trading 

activities in banking and how these may undermine other activities. 

We will argue that the proprietary trading activity may free-ride on the bank at 

large. This, we will show, implies that a proprietary trading unit does not sufficiently 

internalize risks. As a consequence, other mainly relationship-oriented activities of banks 

may suffer. The implication might be that bankers exaggerate the profitability of proprie

tary trading, while simultaneously undermining their relationship-oriented activities. 

Observe that many banking activities are relationship-oriented. Proprietary trading 

activities, however, are different and involve arbitrage between different markets and/or 

different financial products. These trading activities involve substantial risks, thus establi

shing the fair risk-adjusted cost of funds is important. This cost might, given the specific 

nature of the trading activities, differ substantially from the cost of funds of the bank as a 

whole. Moreover, relationship-oriented banking by definition has a longer-term scope. 

The bank may need to heavily invest in relationships at the outset, in order to benefit in 

the longer term. A link therefore can be expected between relationship-specific effort 

exerted now and the possibility to benefit from this in a later period. The activities in the 

trading division are more short-term oriented and do not depend on relationship-specific 

effort. In a multi-divisional bank, however, the risk choices of the trading division may 

have an impact on the relationship-banking division, by affecting the risk - and survival 

probability - of the bank as a whole. 

Compared to our model setup so far, we now activate division B as proprietary 

trading division, and we interpret division A as the relationship-banking division. Our 

primary focus is on how the choices of trading division B may undermine, or negatively 

affect, the choices made by relationship-banking division A. 

5.2 Specification and Analysis 

As before, division A, the relationship-banking activity, chooses its monitoring 

intensity m generating a payoff X with probability 0+(l-0)m, and zero otherwise. 

Division A is subject to external market discipline of a degree a A €[0, l ] . The capitalized 

value of future profits is now F(m), with F'(m)>0 and F"(m)<0. The dependence of F 

on m captures some of the future benefits of relationship-specific investments and 

generalizes the exogenous value of F as used before. 

Our primary focus is on division B, the proprietary trading activity. This division 
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generates an end-of-period return Y(p) with probability p, where p can now be chosen 

(was fixed before). We let Y'(p)<0 and Y"(p)>0, such that pY(p) has an interior 

maximum. The degree of external market discipline division B is subject to equals 

aBG[0,l]. Analogous to the main analysis in Section 3, two different organizational 

structures can be distinguished: stand-alone or conglomerate. The funding costs are as 

specified in (1) through (3). Observe that the pooling rate is now R^a.m.p) per dollar 

invested and depends on the risk choices in both divisions, m respectively p. These now 

need to be determined simultaneously. 

If division B operates as a stand-alone firm, it maximizes p[Y(p) - RB(a,p)]. In a 

conglomerate, it maximizes p[Y(p) - RcCa.mcp)]. Define pB and pc as division B's 

privately optimal risk choices if it operates, respectively, stand-alone or in a conglomera

te. We can now derive the following result. 

Proposition 4 : Given division A's optimal monitoring choice in a conglomerate, there 

may exist a level of market discipline aBG[0,l] such that for aB>OB the proprietary 

trading division B chooses strictly more risk in a conglomerate than as a stand-alone 

activity, i.e. pc<pB . F° r aB<OB, division B chooses less risk in a conglomerate bank; a^ 

is defined in the Appendix. 

Proposition 4 shows that effective market discipline of stand-alone activities 

discourages conglomeration. However, whenever we start out with little market discipline 

of stand-alone activities (low aB) the beneficial effects of diversification dominate, and the 

risk choices in division B are better in a conglomerate. Proposition 4 is in the spirit of our 

earlier results. 

In the determination of the optimal organizational structure, similar issues play a 

role as before. Both divisions choose the organizational structure of their operations at 

t=0, anticipating their incentives and the funding costs conditional on each organizational 

structure. Several cases can be distinguished. We will focus on the most stringent case 

with B choosing more risk in a conglomerate than as a stand-alone activity ( a B <a B <l ) . 

We can show: 

Proposition 5 (Active Trading Division B): Excessive (vis-à-vis stand-alone) risk taking 

in the trading division B makes conglomeration less attractive. The relationship banking 

division A then will only benefit from conglomeration if it faces sufficiently low market 
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discipline. Otherwise the stand-alone option is optimal. 

This proposition generalizes Proposition 1. Proposition 5 can be illustrated with a 

simple numerical example20. Assume, as before, that 6=lA, X=2.75 and V(m)=4m2. 

Furthermore, let F(m)= 0.5\/m and Y(p) = 3(p-2)2. With these assumptions, it can be 

shown that division B chooses excessive risk in a conglomerate (i.e. pc<pB) for any aB 

larger than approximately 0.37 (=aB). This worsens incentives in division A. Division A 

now chooses lower monitoring incentives (i.e. mc<mA) in case of conglomeration for 

lower values of aA, i.e. the cut-off value a^ below which division A's incentives improve 

in the case of conglomeration decreases. For example, if aB=0.80, OA would equal 0.49, 

whereas in the absence of free-riding by division B a^ would equal 0.52. Observe that 

these negative incentive effects undermine the benefits from relationship banking activities. 

Conglomeration therefore becomes less attractive. Only if the expected benefits from 

diversification are still sufficiently high (i.e. for aA smaller than 0.70), conglomeration is 

the optimal organizational structure. 

Our example also shows that the stronger the effect of m on the future rents F, the 

lower the benefits of conglomeration. For example, if we let m affect F(m) more, say 

F(m)= 6\/m , conglomeration always worsens risk choices in division A and is never 

optimal. These results show how relationship-specific activities may suffer from the 

proprietary trading activity, and further motivate the necessity of an internal allocation of 

cost of capital. 

Observe also that Proposition 4 and 5 may underestimate the consequences of risk 

taking in the proprietary trading division B. This is because we have assumed that division 

A defaults less often as part of a conglomerate bank than as a stand-alone entity. We next 

allow the proprietary trading division B to increase the default probability of the bank as a 

whole. 

Consider the following simple alteration of the model. Let ô be the dilution factor 

in the success probability of the relationship lending division A. We assume that default in 

the proprietary trading division reduces the success probability of the relationship lending 

' For a summary of all the possible combinations of risk choices and choices of organizational 
structure, see the proof of Proposition 5 and the numerical example in the Appendix. 
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division from 0+(l-0)m to [0 + (l-0)m](l-ô), with ôe(0,l]21 . The survival probability of 

the conglomerate bank now becomes equal to p + [0 + (l-0)m](l-p)(l-o). With 6=0.50 in 

our numerical example, it can be shown that the incentives for excessive risk taking in 

both divisions of the conglomerate bank increase. Division A now always reduces its 

monitoring for aA larger than approximately 0.20, whereas B increases its risk for 

aB>0.34. This induces division A to prefer the stand-alone option more often. 

The intuition is that the possible dissipative impact of default of division B on the 

survival probability of the overall bank increases the pooled funding costs R^a.m.p) of 

the conglomerate bank. This effect becomes stronger for higher values of ô. Free-riding 

by the proprietary trading activity then undermines relationship banking activities even 

more (i.e. reduces the monitoring intensity in division A), and further reduces the benefits 

of conglomeration to division A. 

Proposition 4 and 5 and the numerical example give us some key implications of 

the Barings debacle. Proprietary trading within a conglomerate bank may suffer from a 

lack of market discipline, and as a result, excessive risk taking may occur that undermines 

the relationship-specific activities. The latter effect is the key insight that this section adds 

to the general analysis in Section 3. 

6 Further Implications and Empirical Evidence 
In this section we discuss further implications of our analysis, and relate our 

insights to the existing empirical evidence. 

6.1 The Diversification Discount 
Several empirical papers have documented that diversified firms trade, on average, 

at a discount relative to a portfolio of specialized single segment firms. The market value 

of a diversified firm appears to be approximately 13-15% less than the sum of its 

segments valued separately, see Berger and Ofek (1995). Similarly, Lang and Stulz (1994) 

provide evidence that during the 1980s the Tobin's q of diversified firms was significantly 

smaller than the q of matching portfolios of specialized firms. Most of the existing 

contributions suggest that this diversification discount results from misallocations of capital 

and inefficient cross-subsidies between divisions in a conglomerate firm. Berger and Ofek 

21 Observe that in this example we focus on a one-sided impact of division B's risk taking incentives on 
the success probability of division A. Introducing a two-sided impact would not qualitatively change our 
results. 
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(1995) find that conglomerate firms overinvest in industries with limited investment 

opportunities, as measured by a low Tobin's q ratio. Also cross-subsidization of poorly 

performing divisions by better performing divisions is common. In the context of the oil 

industry, Lamont (1997) has shown that investments in non-oil segments of oil firms 

respond to the cash flows of other segments when an unanticipated oil shock occurs. He 

finds that following the adverse oil shock in 1986, capital expenditures in non-oil 

segments were drastically reduced, while abundant oil related profits facilitated subsidies 

to these activities in 1985. This suggests that diversified companies tend to subsidize and 

overinvest in poorly performing segments. Shin and Stulz (1997) also provide evidence 

that the investment by a segment of a diversified firm depends on the cash flow of other 

segments. In particular, they find that the investment by segments of highly diversified 

firms is larger and less sensitive to their own cash flow than the investment of comparable 

single segment firms, and is furthermore unrelated to the relative quality of their invest

ment opportunities. Finally, recent evidence provided by Wulf (1998) shows that multi-

divisional firms invest more in small manufacturing divisions with poor investment 

opportunities, and less in small divisions with attractive investment opportunities relative 

to stand-alone firms. This evidence supports the hypothesis that multi-divisional firms 

allocate capital partly in response to influence problems, and hence suffer from investment 

distortions relative to first best. 

To the extent that the internal incentive problems in a conglomerate firm dominate 

the benefits of diversification, our analysis would also suggest the existence of a diversifi

cation discount. Contrary to the literature discussed above, however, this discount arises 

even if conglomeration would not change the allocation of capital to the individual 

divisions for investment purposes as compared to the stand-alone option. Incentive 

problems which arise from interactions between the different divisions in a conglomerate 

firm could reduce the cash flows generated by these divisions and explain the diversifica

tion discount. But our analysis does not necessarily result in a reduction in a diversified 

firm's value. Conglomeration can be optimal. This is consistent with evidence cited in 

Rajan, Servaes and Zingales (1998) and also Maksimovic and Phillips (1998). Maksimovic 

and Phillips (1998) present evidence which suggests that conglomerate firms optimally 

allocate capital across their divisions. They develop a model of optimal firm size and 

growth across different industries, and predict how conglomerate firms allocate resources 

across divisions over the business cycle and how their responses to industry shocks will 

differ from single segment firms. The authors find that, although there is some evidence 
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consistent with agency problems, the majority of conglomerate firms exhibit growth across 

business segments that is consistent with optimal behavior. Rajan, Servaes and Zingales 

(1998) emphasize that, even though conglomerates trade at a discount on average, 39.3% 

of the conglomerates trade at a premium. They explain this by power considerations, and 

show that a diversified firm sometimes allocates capital in the right direction and someti

mes in the wrong direction, dependent on the interrelation of the segments within the 

firm. In general, dispersion between segments in the diversified firm is bad. Diversified 

firms can trade at a premium if the dispersion between segments is low. These conclusions 

are roughly consistent with our analysis. In Section 3.4 we argue that heterogeneity of 

activities is generally bad for conglomeration. 

6.2 Conglomeration in Developed and Developing Economies 

Empirical evidence presented in Khanna and Palepu (1997) suggests that conglome

ration is, on average, beneficial in developing economies and less beneficial in more 

developed countries. Since developing countries may lack transparency and hence have a 

low degree of market discipline a, this is consistent with our predictions. But more might 

be going on. As indicated in Khanna and Palepu (1997), conglomerates may add value in 

developing economies by imitating the external market discipline that can be found in 

more developed economies. This can be true, but goes clearly beyond the analysis of our 

paper. Furthermore, the degree of internal discipline may vary between countries. In 

developing countries (e.g. Korea) the internal discipline ß in a conglomerate may be 

stronger, due to the important role of families in the funding of corporations and the 

scarcity of outside financing opportunities. This could make conglomeration more 

attractive. 

Evidence for the US appears to indicate that since the end of the 1960s the stand

alone option has become more beneficial vis-à-vis conglomeration. This development 

coincided with an increase in market discipline a, and as such would be consistent with 

our theory. One could however argue that also competition has increased, and hence 

competitive rents F have gone down. As can be observed from Table 2, this could -

starting out from medium rents - reinforce the trend towards the stand-alone option. 

An effect that we have not taken into account in our analysis is that the mere fact 

of conglomeration may have an impact on the competitive environment (i.e. increase F). 

This effect would amplify the potential benefits of conglomeration (see e.g. Yosha (1997) 

and Boot, Milbourn and Thakor (1999)). While interesting, we do not dare to extract 
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strong conclusions from this. In particular, we do not know whether building market 

power as explanation for conglomeration has become more or less important over time. 

For the diversification-oriented, and thus scope expanding conglomeration that we have 

primarily looked at, we envision only secondary market power effects. 

6.3 Applications to Corporations; Spinoffs and Equity Carve-Outs 
Our analysis of incentive problems in conglomerate firms may also explain the 

empirically documented positive stock price reactions to spinoffs and equity carve-outs 

(see e.g. Schipper and Smith (1986) and Daley, Mehrotra and Sivakumar (1997)). In the 

absence of any synergies, spinoffs and divestitures are optimal if the negative incentive 

effects associated with conglomeration dominate the diversification benefits. Selling off 

individual divisions then mitigates free-riding and increases the effectiveness of market 

discipline22. Evidence in Daley, Mehrotra and Sivakumar (1997) suggests that the value 

creation by spinoffs is higher if the spun off entity is in a different industry, and that the 

spun off entities generally are smaller, poor performing divisions. This evidence suggests 

that spin-offs reduce diversity, and to a lesser extent, stop the flow of cross-subsidies 

away from the larger parent. This is in line with our argument against conglomeration 

with heterogeneous activities. 

Equity carve-outs may capture the benefits of both worlds. In these transactions, 

also known as partial public offerings, firms sell a minority interest in the common stock 

of a previously wholly-owned subsidiary. For example, Thermo Electron spins off any 

division that grows sufficiently large. It continues to own 80% of its equity, so that it can 

consolidate cash flows into the total holding company cash flows, but the subsidiary's 

equity is traded separately and 20% of it is owned outside the firm (Allen (1998)). Equity 

carve-outs thus allow both the new subsidiary and the holding company to benefit from 

co-insurance and the associated diversification benefits, while at the same time exposing 

the subsidiary to direct market discipline. Schipper and Smith (1986) found that equity 

carve-outs are associated with significant positive returns and suggest that carve-outs 

resolve ex ante informational problems (i.e. undervaluation of a wholly incorporated 

subsidiary). Our analysis emphasizes a complementary explanation: equity carve-outs may 

attenuate ex post incentive distortions. 

22 Observe however that the stand-alone option does not necessarily imply high transparency, and thus a 
high level of market discipline a. As the Long-Term Capital Management case illustrates, transparency in a 
stand-alone division can be extremely low. As our analysis suggests, this may induce excess risk taking. 
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These arguments raise questions as to why we do not observe more equity carve-

outs, and more generally, whether equity carve-outs dominate conglomeration in terms of 

internal incentives. A tentative answer to this question could be that this may depend on 

the interplay between internal and external market discipline. Equity carve-outs may 

increase the effectiveness of external market discipline, but may at the same time decrease 

the quality of the internal information flow between subsidiary and parent, and as a 

consequence may make internal discipline less effective. This again points at the importan

ce of internal cost of capital allocation schemes, and may at least partially explain the 

increased attention for internal allocation schemes, like EVA and RAROC. 

7 Conclusions 
We have focused on the incentives for risk taking in conglomerate versus stand

alone organizations. Incentive problems sometimes dictate integration of activities, but 

with perfect market discipline favor stand-alone activities. Conglomeration might have 

benefits that compensate for ineffective market discipline. In particular, diversification 

benefits may effectively relax the limited liability constraint such that adverse risk taking 

incentives are mitigated. However, conglomeration also undermines market discipline and 

invites free-riding. An effective internal cost of capital allocation mechanism might then 

be indispensable to mitigate these effects. 

In Section 3.4 we have extracted some insights that may help explain the desirabili

ty of conglomeration in different industries. Here we would like to point at some recent 

developments that might be of direct importance for our analysis. First, in the recent 

decades, we have observed substantial advances in information technology. This may have 

improved transparency, and hence facilitated better market discipline. Together with our 

finding that more market discipline pushes us in the direction of stand-alone activities, 

conglomeration should suffer. Simultaneously, the environment for some industries, e.g. 

banking, has generally become more competitive. Our findings show that this - a lower F 

in our analysis - does not unambiguously point at the optimality of conglomeration or 

separation of activities (see Figure 1). However, we do show that ultimately market 

discipline is a decisive factor favoring separation. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of Lemma 1: With complete selffinancing, division A's optimal risk choice m* 
follows from: 

(1-0XX+F) = V'(m*) (A.l) 

where m*^m*(0,X,F) with ^ 1 < 0 , *5ll > 0 and * ü l > 0 since V"(m)>0 
do oX at 

VmG[0,l]. In the case of outside financing at the funding rate RA(a,m), division A's 
optimal monitoring choice mA satisfies the first order condition (6), which can be written 
as: 

(1-0XX+F) = V'(m) + (l-0)(l-a)RA (A.2) 

and the necessary second order condition V"(mA)>0. Note that RA=RA(a,mA) in 

equilibrium (see equation (5)). The second term on the RHS of (A.2) is larger than zero 

VmG[0,l]. Due to the convexity of V(m) then it can easily be seen that V'(mA)<V'(m*) 

r u . r̂  i. • 3[V'(m*)-V'(m.)] 
implies that mA<m . Furthermore, since 1 A = (l-0)(l-a) > 0 it is 

dRA 

clear that (m*-mA) increases with RA. • 

Proof of Lemma 2: This result follows readily from equation (A.2). Note that 

mA = mA(o!,0,X,F). Since the second term on the RHS of (A.2) decreases monotonically 

with a and V"(m)>0, it can be seen that —-t > 0 . For a = 1 the first order condition 
da 

equals (A.l), and the optimal risk choice equals m*. Alternatively, this result can be 

derived from totally differentiating equation (6) with respect to a. For completeness, note 

furthermore that —± > 0 , —± > 0 and —A < 0 if V'(m) is sufficiently high, 
OA or ad 
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(l-0)2(l-m)(l-q) D i.e. if V'(m) > 
[ö+(l-ö)m] 

Proof of Lemma 3: This result follows directly from differentiating RA(a,m) and ^ (a .m) 

with respect to m. Since pG [0,1] it can be seen that VmG [0,1]: 

dRc(q,m) = q(l-fl)(l-p) < g (1-0) = dRA(a,m) Q 

9m {0+(l-0)m + (l-[0+(l-0)m])p}2 [0+(l-0)m]2 3m 

Proof of Proposition 1: Recall mA and ihc as the solutions to division A's optimization 

problem if it operates as a stand-alone firm and as part of a conglomerate firm respective

ly. Then for the stand-alone case equation (6) and the second order condition are given 

by: 

(1-0XX+F) - (l-0)R.(a,m) - [0+(l-0)m]—A - V'(m) = 0 (A.3) 
9m 

and V"(mA)>0. Similarly, for the conglomerate case the first order condition and the 

second order condition are given by: 

(1-0XX+F) - (l-0)Rr(a,m) - [0+(l-0)m]—c - (l-0)pF - V'(m) = 0 (A-4) 
9m 

and V"(mc) > 2 a ( 1 6) ( 1 p ) p =V l t with £; = 0+( 1-0)01; for i€{A,C}. For a given 
{Ac+(l-Ac)P}3 

level of a let FA and Fc be the minimum levels of F for which mA respectively TRQ equal 

1. From Lemma 2 and (A.4) it can be seen that mA and fi^ increase monotonically in F 

on FG[0,FA] and [0,FC] respectively. Furthermore let V"(mc)>V2, with V 2sV!+(l-

p)V"(mA). From this it follows that FC>FA. Now first consider the case where FG[0,FA]. 

If mc(0)>mA(0), there exists a unique FG[0,FA] such that mA(F) =facÇF). Since ific-niA 

decreases monotonically with F on FG[0,FA] it can be seen that mc(F)>mA(F) for F < F , 

whereas mc(F)<mA(F) for F > F . If mc(0)<mA(0), then mc(F)<mA(F) V FG[0,FA]. For 

FG(FA,FC) it can easily be seen that m^F) < mA(F) = 1, but the difference in incentives 
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between the stand-alone option and the conglomerate now decreases with F. For F>F C 

finally iîic(F)=mA(F) = l (corner solution). The level of capitalized future profits F for 

which division A would make the same risk choice in a conglomerate firm as in the stand

alone case satisfies: 

_ RA(a,mA)-Rc(a,mA) 6+(l-ô)m. 
r - - a 

P (l-Ö)p 

3Rc(mA) _ aRA(mA) 
9m 3m 

By substituting from (1) and (3) F rewrites to F = ( 1 Q^P+C1 P)AA(2 £A)] AA 

AA[p+(l-p)AA]2 

Observe that it can be shown that there exist parameter values for 0, a, X and p such that 

FG[0,FA] (see also the numerical example in Section 3.3). If F<0, mc<mA VF€[0,FA]. 

From taking the first order derivative of F with respect to a, and after some tedious 

dF 
algebra, it can be shown that _=: < 0 . In terms of a the proof is analogous For a 

da 

given level of F define aA and ac as the minimum levels of a for which mA and ihc 

respectively would equal 1. From Lemma 2 and (A.4) furthermore it can easily be shown 

that mA and rhc increase monotonically with a on [0,Min{aA,l}] and [0,Min{ac,l}] 

respectively. Now first consider the case where ae[0,Min{aA,l}]. If mA(0)<mc(0) and 

a A < l then there exists a unique aG[0,aA] such that mA(a)=rhc(a). Since mc-mA 

decreases monotonically with a then mc(a)>rhA(a) for a€[0,a) , whereas m^a) < mA(a) 

for a€(a,o;A]. If rhA(0)<mc(0) and a A > l , then there exists an a G [0,1] such that 

mA(a)=mc(a) if and only if rhc(l)<rhA(l). Otherwise 1^(0;)>mA(a) V aG[0,l] . If 

mc(0)<mA(0), mc<mA VaG[0,l]. If aGic^MinföA}] it can easily be seen that 

mc(a)<mA(a) = l. Finally, if aG[a c , l ] mc(a)=mA(a) = l (corner solution). The level of 

a for which r n ^ m , equals a = ^1 ^M^a-AA)p] -pF£AuV(l-/IA)p]2
 F r o m 

[AA
+(i-AA)p]2-d-ptó 

the numerical example in Section 3.3 it can finally be seen that there exist parameter 

values for 0, X, p and F such that aG[0,Min{aA,l}]. If a < 0 , mc<mA for 
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a£[0,Min{aA,l}]. By taking the first order derivative of a with respect to F and after 

da 
some algebra it can furthermore be shown that - = < 0 . That completes the proof. • 

dF 

Proof of Corollary 1: The first part of Corollary 1 has been derived in Lemma 2. For the 

second part it is sufficient to proof that (A.4)<(A.3) for or=l. This can easily be seen 

from substituting a = l . Since mA=m* for a=l the second order condition then dictates 

that mc<m* (see Proposition 1). With conglomeration therefore the first best monitoring 

intensity m* will never be attained, and the stand-alone option may be optimal. It can 

easily be seen that this is the case for F>F A and m*=l. If m*< 1, conglomeration may or 

may not be optimal (see Proposition 2). Alternatively, it can be shown that the cutoff 

value F of F for which fhc=fhA=m* is smaller than zero for a = l. D 

Proof of Proposition 2: Conglomeration is the (socially) preferred organizational structure 

if the total expected net surplus generated by the respective divisions' investments is 

(weakly) higher in a conglomerate firm than in the stand-alone option. If division A and 

division B operate as stand-alone divisions, the total expected net surplus equals pY + 

/2A(X+F) - 2. In case of conglomeration the total expected net surplus equals pY + 

/jc(X+F) + (l-/ic)pF - 2. Define A(a,F) as the difference in total expected net surplus 

between the conglomerate and the stand-alone option, divided by (1-6), as a function of a 

and F. Furthermore, let (a' ' < 0 on F€[0,F] with F as defined below. That is, 

OF2 

let m"c[X+(l-p)F] - m"A[X+F] + 2m"c(l-p) - 2m"A < 0 or 

S d - Ö X l - p ^ (l-0)V"'(mA) [V'Xrrg-V,]3
 X+F 

V " (mc) > 
Mc [V"(mA)]3 (1-0X1-P)2 X+(1-P)F 

2(1-p)2 2 
V"(mc)-V, V"(mA) 

[V'Qïg-V,]3 i 

(1-0X1-P)2 X+(l-p)F 

Conglomeration then is optimal if and only if A(a,F)>0, i.e if and only if 
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[mc-mA](X+F) + (l-m c)pF > O (A.5) 

We first focus on the first part of Proposition 2. First, consider the case where 

dF 
fhc(0)>fhA(0). Since from Proposition 1 it can be seen that _ n < 0 , this case occurs if 

da 

a is relatively low. Condition (A.5) then is always satisfied if m^ffiA, i.e. if 0 < F < F . If 

mc<mA, i.e. for F > F , conglomeration will only be optimal if the expected benefit from 

co-insurance (through F) exceeds the loss due to distorted incentives. For a given level of 

a let F > F be the level of F for which (l-rhc)p = (mA-mc). Then it can easily be seen that 

for F > F condition (A.5) will be strictly violated, and the stand-alone option is optimal. 

The intuition is that for F > F the incentives in division A have been distorted so much 

that the diversification effect of co-insurance has completely been eliminated. No higher 

value of F can make conglomeration desirable, since the probability of capturing these 

higher future rents F has deteriorated too much. For F > F , A(a,F)<0. Therefore, there 

exists a F£(F,F] such that A(a,F)>0 if F<F , and A(a,F)<0 if F > F . Next consider the 

case where m^CO^m^C)), i.e. where F<0 . As can be seen from Proposition 1, this case 

is relevant for high levels of a. Then, if —^ ' ' < 0 the stand-alone option is always 
3F 

optimal. If —\-L-L > 0 , there may exist at most two levels of capitalized future profits 
dF 

F on the interval [0,F] 3 A(a,F)=0. Denote these values as F0 and F>F 0 respectively. If 

F0 and F>F 0 exist, conglomeration is optimal for F€[F0 ,F]. The intuition is that the level 

of F may first dominate the negative incentive effect stemming from co-insurance. For 

higher levels of F however, the incentive effect becomes dominant and conglomeration 

becomes less optimal. Otherwise, A(a,F)<0 vF>0, and the stand-alone option is always 

optimal. That completes part (i). In terms of a Proposition 2 is derived in a similar way. 

For a given level of F consider first the case where mc(0)>mA(0). This case occurs for 

the level of rents F is not too high. If m^niA, i.e. if 0<a<Min{a, l} , condition (A.5) 

is always satisfied. If a>Min{a,l}, mc<mA, the more so if a grows larger. For 

a>Min{a,l} therefore conglomeration is optimal as long as A(a,F)>0. Even if conglo

meration reduces division A's monitoring intensity, it may still be preferred if rhc is still 
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(l-mA)pF 
~  A X+(l-p)F 

sufficiently high, i.e. if m c > m A - - . Define a £[0,1] as the level of a for 

which A(a,F)=0. Since A(a,F) decreases monotonically in a then it can easily be seen 

that conglomeration is optimal if Min{a,l}<a<Min[â,l]. Next consider the case where 

mc(0)<mA(0). Since A(a,F) is monotonically decreasing with a, it can easily be seen that 

in this case the stand-alone option is always optimal. That completes the proof of part (ii) 

of the proposition. D 

Proof of Corollary 2: From Proposition 1 it follows that rhc=mA = l for F>FC . The 

result then follows immediately from substituting this in the expected net surplus functions 

for the different organizational structures. Observe that if we would have restricted the 

maximum monitoring intensity to a level m < l , some default risk remains for large levels 

of F (F>FC), even if monitoring incentives are maximized in the conglomerate and the 

stand-alone option. In this case conglomeration would be the dominant organizational 

structure for all F>FC , since the future rents F would be preserved more often, and the 

negative incentive effects of conglomeration are absent. D 

Proof of Lemma 4: The first order condition of division A's optimization problem in the 

presence of a passive internal allocation mechanism in a conglomerate is given by equation 

(A.7): 

(l-ö)(X+F)-(l-e)RA(a,mf.) - [0+Q-0)mr]â — ^ £ 1 -(l-0)pF-V'(m r) = 0 (A.7) 
dm L 

dRJm)/dm 
After comparing (A.7) with equation (A.4) and substituting â = a — - it can 

3RA(m)/dm 

be seen that the market discipline terms cancel. Lemma 4 then results from the fact that 

Rc(a,m)<RA(â,m) VmG[0,l]. D 

Proof of Proposition 3: The proof of this Proposition follows from Lemma 2 and 

Proposition 1. First we show that internal discipline (ß>0) would improve division A's 

incentives in a conglomerate in the absence of a differential charge. In this case the total 
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degree of market discipline that division A would be subject to vis-à-vis the conglomerate 

funding rate equals a + ß ——— > a . From totally differentiating the first order 
à 

condition of division A's optimization problem in the presence of internal discipline, and 

from the second order condition, it can be seen that mc(F)|̂ /3c<<i-â) >m c (F) | a VF>0 

and that - | tßa(\-&) > - | a > 0 . The (negative) slope of mc(F)-mA(F) therefore 
9F °* s dF 

3F 
becomes less steep and F increases, the more so if ß grows larger, i.e. — > 0 . 

dß 

Following a similar argument it can be shown that internal discipline would improve 

division A's incentives in a conglomerate in the presence of a differential charge and 

dF 
_= > 0 . Observe that the presence of internal discipline (j3>0) improves division A's 

incentives irrespective of whether differential interest rates are charged to the divisions A 

and B or not. From comparing the cutoff levels F of F in the absence of an internal 

allocation mechanism (see Proposition 1) and in the presence of an internal allocation 

mechanism with ß>0, finally, it can be shown that an internal allocation mechanism of 

cost of capital results in a higher F if ß is sufficiently high. D 

Proof of Corollary 3: With ß = l the total degree of (market) discipline that division A is 

subject to equals 1. The result then follows readily from Lemma 2. • 

Proof of Proposition 4: Division B's optimization problem if it operates stand-alone is 

given by: 
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Max p[Y(p)-RB(aB,p)] 
P (A.8) 

s.t. RB = I 

The first best risk choice p \ which occurs with complete selffinancing, satisfies 

Y(p*)+P*Y'(p*) = 0 and the second order condition 2Y'(p*)+p*Y"(p*) < 0. With outside 

financing division B's optimal risk choice pB if it operates as a stand-alone firm satisfies: 

Y(p) + pY'(p) - d-«B)RB = 0 (A-9) 

and the second order condition which is given by 2Y'(pB) + PB
Y"(PB) < 0 , with 

pB<p*. Define pc as division B's risk choice in case of conglomeration and let me be 

division A's optimal monitoring choice in case of conglomeration (as before). The first 

order condition of division B's optimization problem in case of conglomeration is given by 

(A. 10): 

Y(p) • pY'(p) - R cK,m c ,p) - p ^ ^ = 0 (A.10) 

2aH(l-û„)ûr 
The second order condition is 2Y'(pc)+pcY"(pc) < - — =—^ ~Yr 0 b s e r v e 

[AC+(1-AC)PC] 

that pB and pc are both monotonically increasing in a. Given division A's equilibrium 

strategy rhc in a conglomerate, division B chooses the same risk in a conglomerate as 

. . v . . .• /xc(l-pB)[Ac+(l-Ac)PB] n p f i n p stand-alone, i.e. pc=pB, if and only if aE = a = _ _ • Uetine 

[/*c+(l-/xc)pBr-(l-Mc)PB 

Y; as 2Y'(Pi)+PiY"(Pi) for iG{B,C} and let Mc be equal to Ac + (l"Ac)Pc- Furthermore, let 

YC<Y2 where Y2 equals Y j+M^—p—^- < Yl . Then it can easily be seen that 
Mc 

p c<pB if aB>OB, and p c ^p B if and only if aB<OB. Since pc-pB increases monotonically 
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with a furthermore it can be seen that O B € ( 0 , 1 ) if pc(0)>pB(0) and pc(l)<pB(l). That 
completes the proof. • 

Proof of Proposition 5: The first order condition of division A's optimization problem if 

it operates as a stand-alone firm in the presence of outside financing is given by: 

(1-0)X + (l-0)F(m) + [0+(l-0)m]F'(m) - (l-0)(l-aA)RA- V'(m) = 0 (A.ll) 

In case of conglomeration the first order condition of division A's optimization problem 

is: 

(1-0)X + (l-0)(l-pc)F(m) + [l-(l-0)(l-pc)(l-m)]F'(m) - (1 -0)Rc(aA,pc,m) 

dRr(a.,pr.m) ( A 1 2 ) 

- [0+(l-0)m]—c A F C - V'(m) = 0 
dm 

Let VA be equal to V"(mA) - 2(l-0)F'(mA) - £AF"(mA) and define Vc as V"(mc) -2(1-0)(1-

p^F'Cihc) - McF"(mc). Furthermore, let Vc > V, + "PC^C^A A T h e n k c a n e a s ü y 

Mc 

be shown that given division B's optimal strategy pc in a conglomerate division A 

improves its monitoring intensity in case of conglomeration if and only if: 

„ <„ d-AJPcfAA+Cl-AA^c] - Pc^^-Ci-mA^'CmA^AAtAA+d-AJPc]2 

[/xA+(l-/iA)pc]
2-(l-pc)/2A 

If aA>OA, division A chooses higher risk in case of conglomeration. In case of conglome

ration the equilibrium incentives in both divisions are determined simultaneously. 

Conglomeration then is the preferred organizational structure if the total expected net 

surplus in case of conglomeration is higher than in the stand-alone option, i.e. if 

ACX + [£c + (l-£c)Pc]F(mc) + pcY(pc) > ßAX + £AF(mA) + pBY(pB) (A. 13) 

The following equilibria now can occur: (i) m^mA and p c ^p B , i.e. the incentives in 

both divisions improve with conglomeration. In this equilibrium aA<OA and aB<aB, and 

conglomeration is the optimal organizational structure; (ii) mc>mA and pc<pB , i.e. 
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division B free-rides on division A. In this case aA^«A and aB>OB, and conglomeration 

may or may not be optimal; (in) mc<mA and pc>pB , i--e. division A free-rides on 

division B and aA>aA and aB<OB. Conglomeration then may or may not be optimal; (iv) 

mc<mA and pc<pB , i.e. the incentives in both divisions are distorted in case of conglo

meration and a A > o A a n d a B > a s . In this equilibrium the free-riding by division B induces 

excessive risk taking in division A and vice versa. This is the equilibrium we focus on in 

Section 5.2. Conglomeration then will only result in a higher expected net surplus if the 

benefits from co-insurance are sufficiently high, otherwise the stand-alone option will be 

optimal. From expression (A. 13) it can be seen that, irrespective of division A's risk 

choice ihc in a conglomerate, conglomeration becomes less attractive if pc<pB . Conglo

meration then is only optimal if the distortions in division A's risk choices are not too 

high. This is the case if aA is not too high. That completes the proof. The following 

numerical example illustrates all possible equilibria. Assume that X=2.75, B = Vi, 

V(m)=4m2, F(m)=0.5m'A and Y(p)=3(p-2)2. Table A-l and Table A-2 summarize the 

results. Panel A of Table A-l represents the difference in monitoring intensity in division 

A between the conglomerate and the stand-alone option (mc-mA), as a function of the 

market discipline parameters aA and c*B. Panel B shows the difference in risk choices in 

division B between the conglomerate and the stand-alone option (pc-pB), as a function of 

aA and aB. Table A-2 finally incorporates the differences in total expected net surplus 

between the conglomerate and the stand-alone option. 

From Panel B in Table A-l it is clear that division B would choose excessive risk 

in case of conglomeration (i.e. would choose pc<pB) for medium and high values of aB. 

By simultaneously solving for r&c and pc in the conglomerate case for different levels of 

aAG [0,1] and aBG [0,1], and by substituting rhc in the expression for o^ (see the proof of 

Proposition 4), we find that the cutoff level aB, above which division B's incentives 

worsen varies between 0.3686 (for aA=0) and 0.3698 (for aA=l) , and thus is approxima

tely equal to 0.37. For any aB>0.37 division B therefore increases its risk in a conglome

rate. This worsens incentives in division A. To see this, consider the following example. 

Let aB=0.80. In this case, it can easily be verified that pB=0.6281 and, since aB>aB, 

pc<pB . By simultaneously solving for rhc and pc for different levels of aA, and substitu

ting pc in the expression for o^ given above, we find that the cutoff level o^ of aA above 

which division A chooses a lower monitoring intensity in case of conglomeration equals 

0.49. If we substitute pc=pB» however, a^ equals 0.52. Free-riding by division B 

therefore decreases the interval of aA for which conglomeration improves incentives in 
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division A. For F(m)=6m'/i it can be shown that rhc<mA for all aA£[0, l] and aB€[0, l ] , 

and furthermore that A<0 for all aA and aB. In this case, therefore, conglomeration is 

never optimal. Finally, by incorporating ô= xh in our example, we find that o^ decreases 

to approximately 0.20 for low values of aB and to approximately 0.28 for high values of 

aB, and a„ decreases to approximately 0.34 (for all levels of aA). In this case the stand

alone option becomes optimal more often. That is, conglomeration now is only optimal if 

aA is smaller than approximately 0.42. That completes our example. Further details are 

available upon request. • 
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Panel A: Differences in Incentives in Division A (nVAA) «* a Function of orA and « , 

a* 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

0.0 0.0429 0.0430 0.0432 0.0433 0.0434 0.0436 0.0437 0.0438 0.0440 0.0441 0.0443 

0.1 0.0340 0.0341 0.0343 0.0344 0.0345 0.0346 0.0347 0.0349 0.0350 0.0351 0.0353 

0.2 0.0251 0.0252 0.0253 0.0254 0.0255 0.0256 0.0257 0.0258 0.0260 0.0261 0.0262 

0.3 0.0163 0.0164 0.0165 0.0165 0.0166 0.0167 0.0168 0.0169 0.0170 0.0171 0.0171 

0.4 0.0076 0.0077 0.0077 0.0078 0.0078 0.0079 0.0080 0.0080 0.0081 0.0082 0.0082 

0.5 -0.0010 -0.0009 -0.0009 -O.0O08 -0.0008 -O.0007 -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0006 

0.« -0.0094 -0.0094 -0.0093 -0.0093 -0.0093 -0.0093 -0.0092 -0.0092 -0.0092 -0.0092 -0.0092 

0.7 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0177 -0.0176 -0.0176 -0.0176 -0.0178 

0.8 -0.0259 -0.0259 -0.0259 -0.0259 -0.0259 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0260 

0.9 -0.0340 -0.0340 -0.0340 -0.0341 -0.0341 -O.0342 -0.0342 -O.0342 -O.0343 -0.0343 -0.0343 

1.0 -0.0418 -0.0419 -0.0419 -0.0420 | -0.0421 -0.0421 -0.0422 -0.0422 -0.0423 -0.0423 -0.0424 

Pand B: Differences in Incentives in Division B (pc-pi) as a Function of aA and a . 

«A 

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

1 0.0 0.0488 0.0348 0.0215 0.0088 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0260 -0.0367 -0.0470 -0.0570 -0.0668 

0.1 0.0489 0.0348 0.0215 0.0088 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0260 -0.0367 -0.0471 -0.0571 -0.0668 

0.2 0.0489 0.0349 0.0215 0.0088 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0260 -0.0367 -0.0471 -0.0571 -0.0668 

0.3 0.0490 0.0349 0.0216 0.0089 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0260 -0.0367 -0.0471 •0.0571 -0.0669 

0.4 0.0490 0.0350 0.0216 0.0089 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0260 -0.0368 -0.0471 -0.0572 -0.0669 

0.5 0.0491 0.0350 0.0216 0.0089 -0.0033 -0.0149 -0.0261 -0.0368 -0.0472 -0.0572 -0.0670 

0.6 0.0491 0.0350 0.0216 0.0089 -0.0033 -O.0149 -O.0261 -0.0368 -0.0472 -0.0573 -0.0670 

0.7 0.0492 0.0351 0.0217 0.0089 -0.0032 -0.0149 -O.0261 -0.0368 -0.0472 -0.0573 -0.0671 

0.8 0.0492 0.0351 0.0217 0.0089 -0.0032 -0.0149 -0.0261 -0.0368 -0.0473 •0.0573 -0.0671 

0.9 0.0493 0.0352 0.0217 0.0090 -0.0032 -0.0149 -0.0261 -0.0369 -0.0473 -0.0574 -0.0672 

1.0 0.0493 0.0352 0.0218 0.0090 -0.0032 -0.0149 -O.0261 -0.0369 -0.0473 -0.0574 -0.0672 

Table A-l: Differences in Incentives in Divisions A and B between Conglomerate and Stand-Alone Option 
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

0.0 0.2038 0.1777 0.1564 0.1394 0.1262 0.1163 0.1094 0.1050 0.1030 0.1032 0.1052 

0.1 0.1875 0.1614 0.1400 0.1230 0.1098 0.0998 0.0928 0.0884 0.0864 0.0865 0.0885 

0.2 0.1713 0.1451 0.1237 0.1066 0.0933 0.0834 0.0763 0.0719 0.0698 0.0698 0.0718 

0.3 0.1552 0.1289 0.1075 0.0904 0.0771 0.0670 0.0599 0.0555 0.0533 0.0533 0.0553 

0.4 0.1394 0.1131 0.0916 0.0745 0.0611 0.0510 0.0439 0.0394 0.0372 0.0371 0.0390 

0.5 0.1240 0.0976 0.0761 0.0589 0.0454 0.0353 0.0281 0.0236 0.0213 0.0212 0.0231 

0.6 0.1088 0.0824 0.0608 0.0436 0.0301 0.0199 0.0127 0.0081 0.0058 0.0056 0.0075 

0.7 0.0939 0.0674 0.0458 0.0285 0.0150 0.0047 -0.0025 -0.0072 -0.0095 -0.0097 -0.0079 

0.8 0.0792 0.0527 0.0310 0.0137 0.0001 -0.0102 -0.0175 -0.0223 -0.0246 -0.0248 -0.0231 

0.9 0.0648 0.0382 0.0164 -O.OOIO -0.0146 -0.0249 -0.0323 -0.0371 -0.0398 -0.0398 -0.0381 

1.0 0.0507 0.0241 0.0023 -0.0152 -0.0289 -0.0392 -0.0467 -0.0515 -0.0543 -0.0543 -0.0526 

Table A-2: Difference in Total Expected Net Surplus between Conglomerate and Stand-Alone Option 
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